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A Year Rich in Events

Giuseppina Teruggi

The Chapter theme continues to guide
us as a connecting thread during this
year’s magazine. The commitment to
“be sign and expression of the
foreseeing love of God” is spelled out
in the view of “being witnesses” of an
encounter, of listening, of gratuity, and
of hope. Being Witnesses is today’s
response of our charismatic identity,
being “sentinels” that watch in the night
in expectation of the coming dawn.

The Rector Major’s Strenna on the
theme “Come and You Will See”
focuses the attention of the whole
Salesian Family on the vocational
dimension of ministry. Fr. Pascual
Chávez reminds us: “A criteria of
authenticity for a good evangelization
is its capacity to raise up vocations”.
For us FMA it is important to recall the
centenary of the pontifical approval
of the Institute. The first article of the
Constitutions reminds us that we were
approved on September 7, 1911 by
Pius X while Fr. Paul Albera was the
Rector Major and Mother Catherine
Daghero was Mother General .
During this same year, the process for
the cause of beatification of Mother
Mazzarello was initiated and she was
declared a saint 40 year later (1951).

DMA is presented with new articles on
the themes of accompaniment, of
ecology, of the relationship between
love and justice, and it offers
reflections on contemporary reality.
Camilla suspends her communication.
She has decided a handing on of
entrustment, full of surprises.
The content of the magazine reflects a
few events that mark 2011. On the
ecclesial side, in August the Church
will celebrate the World Youth Day on
the theme: “Rooted in and Founded on
Christ, Firm in the Faith”.

As an Institute we collaborate in the
context of the celebration of the 150th
Anniversary of Italian Unity through
a research project carried out by the
Faculty of the Science of Education
“Auxilium”, on the contribution of the
Daughters of Mary Help of Christians
to the education of women in Italy
between the years of 1872-2010.

“Religious freedom, the way to peace”
is the slogan chosen by Benedict XVI
for the World Day of Peace.
The UN Assembly has proclaimed
2011 the International Chemical Year,
but also –beginning from August 12,
2010-The International Year of
Youth, while the Council of the
European Union celebrates The
International Year of Volunteering.

2011 will be a year that is rich in
events.
There will be many
opportunities to accept and increase
the gift of being witnesses to the Lord
Jesus.
gteruggi@cgfma.org
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“Sentinel at what point is the night?”
However, the fact remains that things can
improve. We need to train our glance to
discover the early signs of the dawn, to lean
to accept the daily challenges of walking on
ways that we do not know; indicating at the
same time the distant horizon that awaits
the birth of the new day, that which is still
hidden in the womb of the light.
Being a sentinel is the vocation of the
religious life.
This is not night, because the sentinel
knows that sooner or later night will end. It
is a time of discernment, as H.Martin says,
of seeking-listening, of patience and
dialogue, to gather fruit in due time and
without first judging the time. It is a time of
great possibility for new things, for a recreation that has already been partially
forged by those who have gone before us,
in communion with the Spirit, who “makes
all things new”.

DOSSIER
Sentinel, at what point is the night?
Julia Arciniegas
Lucy Roces
j.arciniegas@cgfma.org
amministratoreweb@cgfma.org
A glance at the present
Numerous articles and books describe the
crisis that runs through religious life today.
Many of them stop at the decline in the
number of consecrated persons due to both
the resignation of professed and what
seems to be an alarming shortage of
vocations. In addition, they describe the
aging of consecrated persons as producing
a greater lack of generational exchange
resulting in unbridled activism and
humanitarian apostolic services by
members who are still efficient. There is
also the abandonment of works, pastoral
and social services assumed until the
present time. This situation frequently leads
to a promotion of vocations seeking
primarily an exchange on the part of the
Institution.

Anticipating the dawn to witness to the
light
We are called to be sentinels of the dawn,
persons who are untiring and full of hope,
witnesses to the tenderness of God in the
midst of the least, the impoverished, to be
luminous signals that are close to freedom
and salvation.
The mission of consecrated life today is to
anticipate the dawn and embody the values
of the One who gives meaning to all.

Benedict XVI has said: “The secularized
world has penetrated into the minds and
hearts of not a few consecrated persons
who understand it as a form of access to
modernism and an approach to the
contemporary world.
Consequently, it
happens that [...] consecrated life today
knows the threat of mediocrity, a middle
class, consumer mentality” (Cf. Discourse
May 22, 2007).
The situation seems to be almost a
downward spiral where it is not possible to
see the lights of the shore in the profound
nocturnal darkness. Is there no way out?
Does the spiral continue with no clear vision
of how to escape it?

Our fundamental task is to give priority to
evangelical life. This is the entrustment of
Benedict XVI to consecrated persons: “The
Church needs your witness; it needs a
consecrated life that courageously and
creatively faces the challenge of our present
time. Before the advancement of hedonism,
you are asked to present a courageous
witness of chastity as an expression of a
heart that knows the beauty and price of the
love of God. Before the thirst for money,
your austere life, ready for the service to
those most in need, recalls that God is the
true wealth that never perishes. Faced by
individualism and relativism that lead
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persons to be the only norm to themselves,
your fraternal life, capable of allowing self to
be coordinated and therefore capable of
obedience, confirms that you place in God
alone your complete fulfillment. How can
we not hope that the culture of the
evangelical councils, which is the culture of
the Beatitudes, can grow in the Church to
sustain the life and witness of Christian
people?” (December 10, 2005.
As a consequence, it is necessary to rediscover the passion of a testimony that
renders one’s life “a letter of Christ...written
not with ink, but with the Spirit of the living
God” (2Cor 3, 2-3), a letter legible by all.
“You will be my witnesses to the ends of the
earth” (Acts 1, 8) was the mission entrusted
by Jesus to His disciples. “Let your light
shine before men, so that they may see
your good works and give glory to your
Father who is in heaven.” (Matt 5,16). We
need to make ourselves credible witnesses,
contagious, with an evangelical style of life
that is in condition to “speak” to the younger
generations.

was inspired by the phrase of St. John of
the Cross: “I know well the source that is
welling up and flowing , even though it is
night...”
This seeks to emphasize the
undeniable dynamism of mysticism and
prophecy. “There can be no mystics if there
are no prophets, and vice versa.
Mysticism, for Ciro Garcia OCD, is
essentially the experience of the presence
of God; it is a bond, a relationship, an
uninterrupted contact with Him who lives in
the most intimate secret center of our
existence. The mystical experience goes
beyond intellectual awareness, it is not
learned by reading or thinking, but by living
and experiencing it. St. John of the Cross
defines
it
as
“awareness
through
experience” , as opposed to “scientific
awareness” (Spiritual Canticle, prologue 3).
Its fundamental reality is the experience of
the love of God. Before this God of love,
the only true response is to learn to allow
yourself to be loved.
Thus, just as the mystical life is
characterized by the all-enfolding presence
of the Other, prophetic life is characterized
by listening to the Word, which the prophet
feels constrained to transmit and that
renders him/her a proclaimer of the salvific
message. The Word, listened to and
transmitted, changes social structures to
create life conditions that are more humane
for all.

Mysticism and Prophecy
The urgency to reflect on religious life today
was taken up by the International Plenary
Assembly of the Union of Superiors General
(Rome, May 2010). The choice of the
theme: “The future of Religious Life is in the
strength of its mysticism and its prophecy”
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The prophecy of consecrated life does not
imply speaking only of God, comments
Anselm Grün (2009),but of testifying with
our whole existence that we are interested
in God. It is always God around whom all
revolves. We have, above all, the task of
listening to persons, of entering into their
yearning and then proclaiming the message
of Jesus in a language that responds to and
touches this yearning. When we take on
the responsibility of having this language,
we exercise our prophetic mission. People
must read to what we refer whether it be
ourselves or the God of Jesus Christ. The
witness of our consecrated life depends on
this: if people can read in our actions and
behavior that it is God who “interests” us.

emergency of hope, not only for the young
people, but also for adult educators, and at
times, even in our communities. Prophetic
life is not revealed only in great projects, but
in the great heart with which we carry out
God’s plan, in the little acts that we perform
each day, in the patient and benign charity
recommended by Don Bosco. Today more
than ever the little gestures are laden with
unforeseeable prophecy [...] . Communities
animated by the Family Spirit become the
place where God’s image shines forth,
notwithstanding
our
poverty,
where
reciprocal love is always open to others.”

The prophecy of the educational mission

The fruitfulness of our educational mission
resides in the strength of mysticism and
prophecy that lives within us and that is
breathed in our communities. For this to be
possible we are called to rediscover the
Source speaking in our heart, in others and
in creation, to draw continually from the
source of our Salesian charism, to
rediscover the dynamism of our first call, to
taste and share the Word and the Bread, to
promote a constant dialogue between the
Word of God and the events of the world, to
encourage others to drink from the Source (
Cf. Declaration UISG 2010).

Mystical and prophetic communities

For us as FMA the theological and concrete
place of mysticism and prophecy is “life”
lived in our educational mission; we are
always educators ! Consecration, lived as
an entrustment to God, as love for Jesus
and as service to God’s people, is already a
mission.
Proclaiming Christ to young
people, making Him present, repeating the
existential gestures of his life through the
Evangelical Counsels...this is the prophetic
dimension of our consecrated life.
In her Circular Letter 912, Mother Yvonne
Reungoat, sharing her
experience of
participating
in
the
aforementioned
Assembly, tells us: “Our religious life will be
prophetic only if it makes its members more
human, overcoming the criteria of
productivity and efficiency proper to the
marketplace, and opening itself to accept
fragility as a dimension of the person, caring
for the formation of the heart and the
service of charity, appreciating the wisdom
of little signs. In our poverty, we can
generate life and reawaken hope; we can
make the passage of God on our streets
perceived. It is a God who transforms our
heart and renders it humble, joyful and
trusting...

The commitment taken by the Superiors
General invites us to make of our
communities open spaces for hospitality
and acceptance where respect for
differences and the capacity of recognizing
the wealth of different culture permeates
relationships.
We deal with building
mystical and prophetic communities that
take their inspiration from Mary, the woman
who kept the Word in her heart, of reinventing the art of living together founded
on humanizing relationships, of listening, of
empathy and non-violence to be witnesses
to the evangelical values between ourselves
and the young people, so that all may feel
themselves “loved by Love”, and live
according to their dignity of sons and
daughters of God.

The educational emergency is frequently an
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to eliminate from her vocabulary:
“Be
converted, come!” The sentinel knows that
the proclamation of the night that follows
morning is a proclamation of hope. She
does not fear, but dares, accepts all
challenges, is free and joyfully immerses
herself in history with a breath of freedom
and joy (E. Grasso).

We will create in our communities a
vocational climate that will allow us to say:
our house is the house of the love of God!
“Come and see”.
It is necessary that we continually question
ourselves as Mother suggests in her
Circular: “Who is the Lord for us; are we
really aware of His presence? How much
does he change our life, guide our choice in
favor of the young people ? Are we in
condition to recognize the footsteps of his
passage in community and to share our
experience of encounter with Him?”

Consecrated persons incessantly study the
signs of the Kingdom of God and of His
justice, and they are illumined by the
personal love of Christ for the poor in whom
He lives. We re-discover here the two
configurations, the mystical and the
prophetic. Our vocation and being bearers
of hope along the pathways of the world
with the certainty that the Kingdom of God,
is already present .

“Sentinel, how much is left of the
night ?”
The mission of consecrated life today is,
therefore, to anticipate the light of the dawn,
but night can be only understood and
defined in relationship to day, as the
darkness in relationship to light.

Interview
Sr. Mary Lou Wirtz, FCJM, President of the
International Union of Superiors General,
has replied to our interview for the theme of
this Dossier .

“Sentinel, how much is left of the night?”
How much longer must we wait? When will
we finally see the dawn break?

Sr. Mary Lou is a member of the Franciscan
Sisters, Daughters of the Sacred Hearts of
Jesus and Mary and is from the United
States. Before her election as President of
the UISG, she worked in Rome as a
General Councilor for 12 years and is
presently Superior General of her
Congregation whose Sisters are present in
10 countries. She has had much experience
in the field of nursing, as a ministerial
consultant, in formation, in spiritual direction
and in the service of the directive group for
her province of the United States for 9
years.

To the questions, the sentinel responds in
such a way that she leaves the last word to
the questioner, the final gesture that
commits her to a personal responsibility:
“When morning comes, night follows. If you
want to ask, ask, be converted, come!” (Is
21, 12).
Until the end of time the prophet who comes
from God will never be able to proclaim an
endless morning. “Morning will come, and
then night will follow”. It is a false prophet
who, in the night, will not know how to see
the coming morning. But it is also the one
who cannot foresee the coming night. It is
for this reason that the sentinel, in indicating
the alternating of morning and night does
not leave aside a dialogue and the patience
of listening: “If you want to ask, ask”. She
does not exhaust her being a sentinel in
dialoguing. There are two words that she
must say, that she does not have the power

1. What has been your experience on the
theme of Mysticism and Prophecy in the
UISG Assembly held last May?
My experience in the Assembly on the
theme of mysticism and prophecy in our
times has been an intense search for
the deeper meaning of religious life
today. The sense of solidarity among
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the Superiors General gathered for this
event, was strong. The Assembly theme
was inspired by St. John of the Cross: "I
know the source welling up and flowing,
even if it's night ...." In light of the reports
and round tables, we explored and
pondered this issue. As Fr. Ciro Garcia,
OCD, said in his presentation:
“Mysticism and Prophecy are two
essential dimensions of every religious
identity, of Christian life and the
consecrated life, which are closely
related. As religious, we are called to be
more attentive to the movement of the
Spirit, to the presence of the sacred in
our lives and the lives of our
communities.” I felt the presence of an
energy that will push the religious life
forward.

One sign of hope for me was the strong
sense of solidarity that I felt in the
religious coming from various nations
and cultures. There was a desire to
support and assist each other. Together
we have tried to work together where
the Lord calls us today, where situations
of darkness are filled with prophetic
light. This desire to deepen our
contemplative life so as to be able to
answer the call to be prophetic and
mystical is, in itself , a sign of hope and
renewal, and speaks to the heart of our
life as religious. The opportunity to
share hopes, dreams, difficulties has
inspired us and given us courage and
we carry all this with us at the end of the
Assembly.

2.. Do you see in mysticism and prophecy
the preferred way for a re-flowering of
consecrated life? Why ?

4. At the conclusion of the UISG 2010
Plenary Assembly, you Superiors
General made a very demanding
statement on the future of religious life.
What is the resonance that you expect
from this document?

Faced with the challenges of these times of
uncertainty and chaos and the difficulties in
the Church, the voices of the religious are
more important than ever. The challenges
call upon us to draw deeply from that
source, from which we take our strength
and our courage in the complexity of today's
world. We religious are called to be a
prophetic and healing presence in the
Church and the world to be a sign of hope.
The religious life has undergone many
changes over the past 30 years after
Vatican Council II, and today’s challenges
remind us to listen carefully to the Spirit
within us, which is the Source of wisdom.

It is still too early to say what the fruit of
the Declaration made at the end of the
Assembly will be. Each of us was
encouraged to spread it in their own
community, their nation, and to continue
the reflection and dialogue on the
content. The Executive Committee of
the UISG will continue to deepen the
wisdom gathered in this Declaration to
see its importance in our lives today
more and more, and we hope this
happens on many different levels. All
the presentations were published in the
UISG Bulletin so that religious around
the world can reflect on this issue with
us.

3.Which signs of hope do you see in
today’s Congregations ?
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Step by Step
few characteristics of accompaniment
through a dialogue on actual and
contemporary
needs
with
the
presentation of a few charismatic
figures.
Accompaniment
Why accompaniment?In choosing to
dedicate articles on this theme we
began with a few questions: Why do we
continue to speak of accompaniment?
Which needs are hidden behind this
word? Why do we feel the urgency to
accompany? Where does the desire to
be accompanied come from ?
Which desires for growth challenge
accompaniment?
The reality of accompaniment is very
connected to that of discernment. Our
vocational growth is directly in
proportion to our capacity to continually
listen to what God asks of us each day.
We know that His speaking manifests
itself in a light breeze, and we frequently
want to find someone who will help us to
hear the word that God is saying to each
person at that moment. It is a unique
and unrepeatable word.
Accompaniment has many dimensions.
One that regards our daily relationship
with God is with the most intimate and
profound part of ourselves, one that
regards our daily relationship with our
neighbor, with the Sisters with whom we
live, and with the young people.
Allowing ourselves to be guided,
accepting being accompanied, entering
into the logic that allows us to tell
ourselves that there is a limit to our
understanding of God’s will and that
perhaps someone else could help us,
seems to be the first step to become
good point for one who would
accompany.

The reason behind a reflection on
accompaniment
Anna Rita Cristaino
During the last General Chapter,
accompaniment was spoken of as a
charismatic choice expressed through
relationships.
In number 35 we read: “The experience
of accompaniment has been present
from the very beginning of our
charismatic history. It is one of the ways
to carry out the Preventive System as a
community that lives the family spirit, a
community that cares for others and,
along with the laity, of the young people
entrusted to them.” And further on “The
entrustment made to Don Bosco I will
give you a teacher and then the call
perceived by Maria Domenica: I entrust
them to you, guides us to assume
“accompaniment as an experience of
communion and a style to express love”.
In number 36 the accent is on
relationships.
“The experience of
accompaniment, in all seasons of life, is
carried out in relationships with persons
who express God’s love in different
ways. The goal of every relationship of
accompaniment is that of carrying out
God’s design for each person, of
forming in each one the image of Christ
impressed in all from the time of
creation.”
We began this article recalling what GC
XXII told us. In the course of the six
issues of this year we will try to study a
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that that to “keep young” in the spirit it is
necessary to feel that we will never
arrive.
Therefore, even we are persons on the
way who accept being accompanied,
who seek guides that indicate the way,
interpreters who will decode some
realities that we do not succeed in
understanding on our own.
Whoever has not lived intensely,
accepting and facing the struggles
implicit in life, cannot help others to live;
whoever has not learned to be on a
journey, facing her own fragility and
contradictions daily, will not know how to
help the person who wants to walk
toward a goal.
Our first great “accompanier” is the Holy
Spirit. He teaches us a method. He is
always present and awaits only for us to
invoke Him. He is discreet, and speaks
in a whisper He is patient, awaiting our
time. He listens, speaks and waits.
Becoming women who accompany does
not mean assuming an attitude of a
guru or shaman. The mountain guides
do no explain the road by remaining
stationery at the border; captains of a
ship do not indicate the route by
remaining on the shore, but while on the
ship they study maps, scrutinize the
horizon and interpret the stars.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer
shows us how
much the reality of accompaniment
makes for dialogue and listening with
self and the listening to God:”Whoever
does not know how to listen to his
brother will soon find out that he cannot
listen to God, even if before God he will
always be the one speaking. Here is
where the death of the spiritual life
begins, and at the end, there is nothing
more than spiritual chatter

It usually
happens
like this,
when one
succeeds
in
listening
to the
most
profound
and
intimate part of self, when one arrives at
almost touching the truth in self, we
succeed in looking at the other in her
entirety, we enter into harmony with the
profound being and succeed in having
our soul converse with hers.
In this dialogue between souls
accompaniment, which is nothing more
than advancing on the frontiers of life
with an authentic God, enters into play.
Deep
down,
accompaniment
presupposes a journey, and this journey
has a goal. The goal is God and we
become one with Him. We cannot
indicate the journey to someone if we
ourselves do not undertake it, if we are
not people of the way.
What do the young people ask ?
The young people with whom we have
daily contact hide a great desire for
happiness. Wherever they live in the
world, no matter what culture they
profess, they are ready to cross that
famous “line of shadow”, which seems
necessary to be surpassed so as to be
able to enter into adult life.
And adult life signifies autonomy,
freedom, responsibility of choice,
courage in daring and loving.
However, to be able to lead toward this
reality perhaps it is necessary to regain
the meaning of our journeying.
Frequently, when we find ourselves at
ongoing formation meetings, we repeat
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intense work; struggle and fatigue was not
lacking , and there were times of finding
herself at a standstill that of a courageous
renewal.
Main’s parents, as her first formators, set
the premise so that their firstborn could
grow by guiding her talents toward that
“meridian of the sun” that sought to have in
hand the direction of her life.

Roots of the Future
Young Main
Piera Ruffinatto
pruffinatto@pfse-auxilium.org

Fr. Domenico Pestarino, parish priest of
Mornese, continued the work and
predisposed the conditions for the little seed
to grow.
The future Daughter of Mary Help of
Christians was rooted in this period with her
characteristic and original traits that would
render her the first not
only in a chronological sense, but especially
in the charismatic.

Who was the young Maria Domenica
Mazzarello? This is a legitimate question
for the person who meets her for the
first time, and also for those who have
known her for some time as friend,
sister, and guide.
Main, as she was familiarly known in
Mornese, was, for her peers a young person
who possessed of many talents: she was
intelligent and enterprising, pleasant and
lively, her robust, strong, physical condition
made of her a peasant who was envied
even by her father’s workers. With her joy
of life
and decisive personality she
attracted
her
peers,
becoming
an
undisputed leader.
Being the firstborn in the family she was a
point of reference.
Papa Giuseppe
considered her his “right arm”; Mama
Maddalena willingly entrusted to her the
education of her siblings. Main was not
indifferent to the ascendency that she
exercised over others and she used it to do
good.
To really understand who Main was,
however, it is necessary to go beyond
appearances.
What characterized the
youthful years of Main more than anything
else, was the presence of God who took
possession of her heart, becoming her
“meridian of the sun”; Jesus Christ entered
with sweet boldness into her life, fascinated
her and conquered her through His Gospel;
the Holy Spirit, to whom she abandoned
herself with docility and who transformed
her within. All was carried out through an

Friendship
Just as in the adolescence of John Bosco,
so in that of Main, friendship assumed such
an important role as to become an
irreplaceable aspect of Salesian pedagogy.
Main, sociable and expansive, was
surrounded by friends, but she preferred
those relationships that allowed her to share
her ideals and that led to the realization of a
reciprocal exchange of goods and of life.
Her friendship with Petronilla is a symbol of
this. The two friends were very different.
Maria was lively, quick in her work, witty and
spirited. Petronilla was calm, good-natured,
slower, and more reflective. They were two
personalities that completed each other
reciprocally to the point of having their
biographer Ferdinando Maccono write: “We
do not know if Maria without Petronilla
would have been able to do all that she did”.
In effect, the two friends were like two
sisters: “”Maria was always the soul of
everything. She was the intelligence, the
eye; the other was the arm, the hand, but
what happened was that all proceeded in
the greatest harmony as though it were
something natural.” The friendship between
Maria and Petronilla was, therefore, solid,
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of her youth, was accompanied to life
“Salesian spirituality” that is essentially
spirituality of youth and for youth. She not
only spontaneously lived this spirituality, but
assimilated it with her features of a young
women, thus offering to Salesian spirituality
the feminine touch that was missing.
This assurance, in addition to indicating her
“natural” predisposition to the educational
mission, shows us how Main, from the time
of her youth, was accompanied to life
“Salesian spirituality” that is essentially
spirituality of youth and for youth. She not
only spontaneously lived this spirituality, but
assimilated it with her features of a young
women, thus offering to Salesian spirituality
the feminine touch that was missing.
whether because it was founded on the
profound being of each one, or because
they drew from God and referred to Him
continually not only for the little daily
choices, but also during the times of great
developments, as happened with the
foundation of the workroom.

Main lived a joyful and attractive spirituality
that became a vocational proposal and, in
true Salesian style , an educational project,
and a school of life and for life, far from any
abstraction. She expressed the pedagogy
of work as a commitment to charity in the
village and every task for Main was
an occasion to carry out “in time and place”
her task for the love of God.

Maria first confided her inspiration to
Petronilla, who, even though not fully
understanding the project, embraced it in
total trust and from the very
beginning collaborated wholeheartedly and
all her strength.

For Main, joy was a commandment, an
imperative because a heart inhabited by the
love of God
For Main, joy was a commandment, an
imperative because a heart inhabited by the
love of God
cannot be sad and every young person has
the right to be able to slake her thirst at this
inexhaustible source.

Salesian Vocation
God planted the seed of a Salesian vocation
during the youthful years of Main. Even
without knowing the founder of the Valdocco
Oratory, she had established in Mornese
what the young John Bosco had done at
Becchi di Castelnuovo: she gathered the
girls, drew them to herself with her attractive
manner and gentleness, had them play and
spoke to them of God’s goodness. Alberto
Caviglia tells us that she was Salesian by
instinct.

From here we see the pedagogy of the
union with God that guided Main to make of
every instant the right time to “remain in
Him” continually, without a solution of
continuity between the times of prayer and
those of charity.
The youthful years of Main: simple and
limpid, so beautiful and true, is a proposal
accessible to all, it is a life that transmits life,
a son that awaits our voices to be sung and
to bring the joyful message of salvation to
all young people of the third millennium.

This assurance, in addition to indicating her
“natural” predisposition to the educational
mission, shows us how Main, from the time
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Love and justice
«… theirs is the kingdom»
Julia Arciniegas, Martha Sëide
j.arciniegas@cgfma.org
mseide@yahoo.com
Only persons made new by a vital rapport
with God are in condition to join love and
truth, love and justice. The dynamism of
this binomial supports the commitment to
change the rules and the quality of
relationships and even social structures.
Inserted in this perspecteive, every educator
is called to fulfill an original operation of “the
perforation of the everyday” to unmask and
compare those forces that appear to be
contrary to the spirit of the Gospel.

& Trends in Child Mortality of 2010 tell
us that the tax of infant mortality
reduced to a third in the last 20 years.
Yet, each day approximately 22,000
children under five years of age in the
world die due to extreme misery and of
illnesses that could be easily cured.
Furthermore, 190 million children today
are below the required weight, 230
million suffer delayed growth, 50 million
are
undernourished,
130
million
between the ages of 6-11 do not go to
school, and two million children have
been killed in the course of armed
conflict in the last ten years.

The great problems brought out by the
Millennium Objectives do not cease to
challenge consciences. Is it possible that in
our time there are still people dying of
hunger? Those who remain condemned to
illiteracy?
Those who lack the most
elementary medical care? The scenario of
poverty could go on and on...And how can
we stand aside in the face of the violation of
the fundamental human right of so many
people, especially children?

Beyond the numbers it is sufficient to
think that with less than 1% of what the
world destines each year for arms one
could respond to the fundamental needs
of all the children in poor countries. A
globalized world that has all the
potential to resolve such a grave
scandal still keeps open its great
contradictions and weaknesses. To this
data we add the voices of real children
who tell of their drama.

These are the things that this article intends
to propose to the believing reader of today’s
problems, to bring out our educational
responsibility and to suggest alternative
actions.



FACTS SPEAK

This is my life. I am 11 years old and I
live in Sarajevo, a scholar without a
school...a child who lives without
games, without friends, without sweets,
only with a bit of powdered milk. In a
few words, a child without a childhood.

A childhood denied and abused
dramatically challenges the present and
the future of humanity. Statistics are not
lacking...The latest data published by
UNICEF and found in the report Levels
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A child of war.
Together with me
thousands of other children of this city
that is being destroyed, who cry and are
desperate, hoping for help that never
comes.

need of everything (Cf. Compendio DSC
244).


IT IS UP TO ME...IT IS UP TO
US
The reading of the situation of today’s
children in the light of the Gospel and
the Social Doctrine of the Church
requires responsibility and concrete
action to educate ourselves and other to
love and justice toward children. In fact,
Christian love urges us to the
condemnation, to the proposal and the
commitment of cultural and social
planning and a factual activity. We
understand ever more clearly that we
are bound by a single destiny that
requires a shared assumption of
responsibility, inspired by an integral
humanism practiced in solidarity

Why ?
I am desperate. I want to cry (Cf. Diary
of Zlata 61).
My name is Jorge. I live in one of the
poorest places of the city...I have been
carrying these scars that I have on my
arm and neck since I was small...My
mother sold herself on the street...On
day when I began to take drugs, she
beat me and told me not to come back
empty-handed. Since then, I have spent
nights on the street, and so I got used to
everything.
(Cf. Scars on my skin 84-86).
 AT THE SOURCES OF LOVE

(Cf. Compendio DSC 6).

Jesus’ thought about children and the
example of childhood in rapport with the
just relationship with God is expressed
clearly in the Gospel on the different
occasions and in different ways. “Let
the little children come to me because
theirs is the kingdom of heaven” (Mark
10,13-16; cf. Matt 19, 13-15; Luke 18,
15-17). This affirmation of Jesus’ is the
revelation of a fundamental truth on the
Kingdom of God that can be accepted
only by the simple of heart.
The
Kingdom belongs to the children
because they are totally lacking of
everything and are without security,
without pretence. Theirs is a life of total
dependence.

Many children find themselves in situations
of hardship, of exploitation, of slavery; they
seem to be human merchandise in the
global economy.
Are we preoccupied with getting to know
close up eventual situations of children with
hardships in the
context where we find ourselves ? Which
concrete actions express our love toward
them?
Rediscovering the world of children and
what they are in the thought of God is a task
that the educating community is called to
assume to face “the emergency of
childhood”. Are we aware of the need to
render the child, the adolescent a
protagonist in their own growth? Which
strategies are in act to reach this goal?

The Social Doctrine of the Church
indicates the need to respect the dignity
of the children, developing a profound
esteem for them and also a generous
service for their rights. This is true for
every child, but it acquires a singular
urgency when the child is little and in

Can an educating community that is
modeled on evangelical guidelines of charity
and the preferential option for the weak and
the least see and hear the cry of the
children? Which resonance do our choices
have in the lives of the most disadvantaged
children
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ARIANNA’S LINE
Expectation

Expectations, though remaining more or
less the same, become more contained and
realistic. During these last years, given the

Maria Rossi
rossi_maria@libero.it

social climate of uncertainty, they are
expressed with many
ifs and buts. Doubts increase the difficulties
and these inhibit expression of personal
resources and do not allow persons to
realize themselves and how much they can
do.

The term and also the attitude of
expectation could be considered from
various points of view. The Dictionary and
Psychology of U. Galimberti (1994) defines
it as “ the dimension that characterizes the
psychic attitude toward the future”.

Even adults have expectations. Parents
expect that their children will grow healthy
and then make

It is a dimension that is very present in the
flow of life.
Days, months, years are
studded with both
daily and long term expectations. All are
important.
Daily expectations, though
differing from person to person, are fairly
common. We wait for a toothache to pass,
that exams have good results, that the
annoying conference finishes soon, that
students understand the important things,
that time is sufficient to do what one desires
( but, sad to say, it seems that it never is),
that the day ends in peace and that there be
restful sleep from the struggles and tensions
of the day and other.

the best choices for their life and family.
The infirm await healing , professionals to
have a job that is fairly secure, satisfying,
adequately remunerative
and with the possibility of establishing a
career.
The Sisters? I questioned a few of different
ages. During a brief, intense conversation,
a young Sister expressed herself in this
way: “I expect happiness from life and from
the Institute and that society will change for
the better.” A few Sisters between 60-70
years of age questioned in different locales,
responded almost unanimously between
surprise and joy:
“I no longer expect
anything from life because I have received
everything. Now I am preparing for the
great encounter”. One of these who had a
rather quick character, added: “From the
Lord I expect the help to interact positively
with the persons whom I meet.” A Sister in
the 60 year bracket responded joyfully,
illuminating her face: “I expect to grow ever
more in the love of the Lord and to work for
Him until my death.” However, every coin
has two sides.
One Sister, in fact,
questioned like the others, misunderstood
the question and was profuse in negative
observations.

Expectation according to age
Long term expectations, in addition of those
from person to person, differ much with age.
Boys and girls of 13-14 years of age,
besides dreaming of meeting Prince
Charming or the Beatrice of life , await
securely and without hesitation to become
doctors, lawyers, ecologists, advanced
technology programmers, so as to to
resolve thorny problems of war, drugs,
hunger,
violence,
safeguarding
the
environment, and of politics.
At 18 years of age things change a bit.
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anxiety surpasses certain levels it becomes
pathological,
blocks
healthy
psychic
dynamism and does not allow one to reach
satisfying results.
Anyone who is
excessively preoccupied with the outcome,
runs the risk of not overcoming the trial or
obtaining inadequate results. This involves
children, adolescents and young people,
and could end up becoming performance
anxiety. It could be caused by a deep
insecurity or an exaggerated preoccupation
for self. For children, it is frequently due to
the excessive expectations of parents. If
within proper limits, parents’ expectations
and those of educators manifest trust.
Those who feel that they are trusted, give
the maximum. But if they are excessive,
they are blocked. The problem is that of
finding for each person and also for one’s
self the right measure.

From the healthy to the pathological
Expectations, whether those that close the
horizons of the day or those that embrace
the horizons of life, generally foresee
positive events, at times even those with the
certainty of the “sentinel of the night”.
The sentinel, in fact, does not doubt that
night will be followed by day. It seems as
though this is proper to a healthy nature.
Even Job (or his author), in the moment of
being stripped of all and abandoned and
derided by his friends, tells us that at the
end he would see God and would
contemplate Him with his own eyes. Then
he added: “This is my hope and it is innate
in my heart” (Job 19:27).
It is not always like this nor is it for all.
Under the pressures of strongly negative
experience such as a betrayal or
misunderstanding for the sudden death of a
friend or significant person, a grave,
unexpected illness, we have to catch our
breath, deep discomfort afflicts persons who
are usually serene and optimistic. These
situations could have painful repercussions
even on the physical. But the majority of
persons, after a momentary disorientation,
will bounce back and look to the future with
hope.

Restricting horizons, anxiety, anguish, the
incapacity of looking beyond self, of waiting
and hoping for an event that brings serenity
and caves, could lead to self-destruction,
death or lead to an existence that is sad for
self and heavy for those whom we find
sharing life.
This situation could depend on multiple and
complex factors. One cannot generalize in
a superficial manner. Frequently it is the
consequence of a living marked by heavy
delusions, abandonment, hardship, but also
by personal choice induced at times by the
example of persons who are significant
persons for them. When a parent tends to
depression, the child could learn to assume
the same attitude. Some studies in the field
of psychology bring out how someone
(especially in early childhood) lacked
attention from significant persons or had the
impression that it was lacking, finds it more
difficult to place him/herself in a positive
perspective.

Faced with painful events that life never
spares even to those who seem fortunate,
some, not trained to hope for the best, limit
their horizons and close themselves in
waiting for negative events.
As in the Beckett’s comedy/drama Waiting
for Godot,
there are also those who
absurdly await doubting that someone will
arrive. At the conclusion of the drama, in
fact, no one arrives. Those who place
themselves in this position at times do not
succeed in seeing the positive side of an
event and end up with interpreting
everything or almost everything as negative.

Recently, especially in well-to-do countries,
they are finding that even those who have
had too much and is not sufficiently trained
to overcome the normal difficulties of life,
could find themselves in the same condition.

Expectation could create joy enthusiasm,
creativity, poetry, but also anxiety. When
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For an expectation that illumines life
Whoever lives with a positive perspective
generally does not stand with hand in hand,
but works to have an outcome correspond
to an expectation. The woman who is
pregnant avoids whatever could harm the
fetus, the farmer waters, fertilizes the crops
and uproots whatever could impede growth,
the educator prepares her class accurately,
he/she studies, listens, prays and proposes,
the invalid respects the rules and
suggestions of therapy, the lover beautifies
and perfumes himself to make Himself
pleasant for the beloved. Others, instead,
either speak and speak of a past time
without doing anything, or they are victims
of defeatism, i.e., not only do they not do
anything, but by their pessimism
they
demotivate those who seek to be
constructive.

One cannot be an optimist on principle or
because of ingenuity. But while we humbly
recognize the daily grind, we can with a
splendid sun, so too will the improvement,
the salvation, return after the struggle.
And this is also true when facing death
which, because of its mystery, is the event
that inspires in all a certain fear and
repulsion.
Even from the human, psychological point
of view, trials are held to be a possibility for
growth and the end of life is not seen as a
breakup, but rather as a completion, as the
apex of human maturity (Erikson).

In order to be less exposed to delusion,
prudence suggests that we reach high in
our expectations, but also that we take the
right means, placing in proportion that which
is not essential, foreseeing possible delays
and blows and thinking of possible solutions
to overcome them.

In the refrain of one of his poems
Rabindranath Tagore calls it : “Oh ultimate
fullness of my life, death, oh my death,
speak to me!”
The human being is naturally pushed to rise
after a fall, to see the positive possibility and
to do something because this happened.
Faith, reinforces and facilitates the positive
of this psychic attitude directed toward the
future and also presents the ultimate
expectation, such as the fullness of life, the
encounter with Him, the possibility of
contemplating His face. Forever.

Great
expectations
are
proper
to
adolescents, to young people and to adults.
Dreaming big is frequently something good,
not only for individuals, but for society
because realizations often follow dreams. A
strong personality does not fear difficulties
nor do they give in before criticism or
possible blows.
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The province is situated in the State of
Panamá on the Eastern border with
Colombia. It is the most widespread of
the State, and has a population of
53,832 inhabitants, of whom 15,168 are
indigenous of different ethnicities: Kuna,
Wounaam , Emberá. The rest of the
population is made up of AfroAmericans and Colombian refugees.
The province is one of the zones of
major exclusion and marginalization
within the State of Panamá. Historically,
the inhabitants have learned to live in
social exclusion and they are forced to
make a culture of the poverty.
Indigenous boys and girls suffer
because of this social injustice and do
not receive a quality education. For
the mission the challenge is precisely
education, especially for the girls who
are forced to marry very young because
they do not have other possibilities for
choice. They are the girls who
frequently become “child mothers”.
In the country there are two classes of
life that are not regarded: the poor and
those who are not poor. Naturally, in
Darién there are the poor who,
notwithstanding all, continue to believe
that another Darién is possible.

Culture
God’s Smile
For this year this article intends to
present the educational mission
carried out on different continents.
The objective is to show the ways
and styles of the FMA presence
among young people. In the present
article Sr. Margaina Cuadra of the
Central American province of CAR
responding to a few questions gives
us the possibility of knowing the
missionary world in
Darién (Panamá).
What comes to your mind when you
think of your experience in the
apostolic vicariate of Darién?
I remember that for my first visit I was
destined to go to the largest village and
when I arrived as soon as I set foot on
the ground a woman drew close to me
and said “Come, Madrecita, when the
missionaries arrive here, they come to
live in my house.”
Her children immediately took my
backpack and led me to their home.
The women offered me coffee and
explained the organization of the
indigenous community. After about an
hour her children accompanied me on a
visit to the houses of the village and
finally in the evening I invited all the
boys and girls to play and sing. I recall
that my first week was the most
exhausting one of my life, but it was also
the one that filled me with enthusiasm
for my vocation and in that moment I
seemed to understand better Don
Bosco’s phrase: “I will give my last
breath for my young people”.

What does it mean to proclaim the
Gospel in such a difficult situation?
Proclaiming the Gospel in this place
means putting the knapsack on your
back, filling it with hope and
cheerfulness because you are going to
proclaim a God who becomes a
concrete gesture. Preparing yourself
with prayer and sharing life, with its joys
and sufferings, knowing how to show
closeness, but especially knowing how
to listen with your heart. One of the
secrets I have learned in the mission is
to listen to the elderly, those who

What is the situation in the province
of Darién?
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possess the wisdom of life. When the
indigenous people saw me seated for a
long time listening to the myths and
legends, they began to say among
themselves: “She is one of us; she is
learning our ways”. Only in this way
was I able to acculturate and proclaim
the good news of the Gospel, even
learning the language of the different
communities and this requires much
time, commitment and sacrifice. During
the summer we walk for miles and miles
in the forest; in the winter we travel by
boat on rivers under the sun or under
interminable rain.

In the villages we do not have a house;
we are guests in the houses of the
community and at the end of the time
after much sharing of the life of those
who give us hospitality, they consider us
to be true members of their family. This
fills the heart of a missionary, the God
whom we communicate is that which
welcomes you every time you visit .
Visits to the village are an itinerant
school for the missionaries; from every
community that we visit we learn to live
with creativity and to use the resources
that exist within every person. We learn
to welcome the smile of God.
His smile is made real in every story,
especially when life’s depth is touched.
For me the most significant smile that I
received was when a very young
indigenous woman, stricken with
tuberculosis turned to me at the
threshold of her death and said:
“Please, Sister, after my death take care
of my little girl. She is my only treasure,
and only you will know how to make of
her a good person”. And so it was.
When she died, the FMA community
brought the child to Panamá City and
entrusted her to a community that cared
for orphans. Frequently the indigenous
child smilingly spoke her thanks for what
we had done for her.
The mission changes the life of every
missionary. You cannot remain yourself
and you cannot help but to give
gratuitously that which you have
received, you cannot fear because God
is present in every sorrowful or cheerful
moment, every time of fatigue or
strength. It is a great gift that you
cannot help but share. “The passion for
God is converted into passion for
humanity.”
Mara Borsi – Margina Cuadra
mara@cgfma.org –
aguilar24@hotmail.com

What is the objective of the FMA
missionary presence ?
The missionary project of Darién is
supported by the two provinces, that to
which I belong (CAR) and the
Colombian province of Mary Help of
Christians. The Apostolic Vicariate has
entrusted to the FMA 20 communities.
We share the mission with priests, the
missionaries of Yarumal and with them
we prepare the laity to carry the good
news of the Gospel. The objective of
our missionary presence is to enter into
dialogue with the diverse populations,
making of life an encounter, a
celebration, discovering at every
moment the God of love and of
solidarity. One of our options is the
enculturation, living the faith beginning
from cultural diversity. Another important
objective is human advancement, we
give attention to the concrete person,
only in this way can we get to know the
reality, the dreams, the needs, the
sufferings.
In what do the missionary visits to
the villages consist?
The missionary visits last about a week.

Pastorally
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“Near or far, I always think of
you”
Emilia Di Massimo
emiliadimassimo@yahoo.it
Don Bosco, Mother Mazzarello: minds
inhabited by an educational passion. We
like to think of our saints who, while with
their many daily activities, thought of which
ministry strategies to invent to lead the
young people to the encounter with Jesus.

them find us and how they might make the
meeting significant. In summary, it means to
make concrete and visible thinking, making
emotions living and true, because today the
young are easy prey of the consumer
market and a world of false emotions: they
are in the world but at the same time, live a
great loneliness, currently defined as
"oceanic
feeling."
Young people should get used to the
"emotional contemplation." Contemplation is
not something abstract, but is the ability to
enjoy the good things that cost struggle.
The theater, music and other typically
Salesian activities are necessary to educate
young people to live their emotions properly
and make them lasting. Thus, emotions can
turn into sentiments of self-giving that are
stable and lasting.
Thinking about young people, desiring the
encounter with them, we might say is a
game of glances, and we know that they are
available and interested in being in tune
with the glance of the educator.

Don Bosco and Madre Mazzarello would
certainly have had the pleasure of thinking,
pausing on the young people and their
thousand stories, on their uncertainties, on
their enthusiasm.
But today, how “thoughtful” are the young
people of our society?
A widespread
reading could be the following: the young
people of today live a type of epochal
nihilism
(Galimberti
U.,
2008),within
themselves they are aware of the presence
of a dark guest ( sadness, the lack of secure
future prospects) that leaves them
breathless, hopeless: they seek a future that
is definitely not easy. They live in an era of
transition where the former pillars (school,
work, family) no longer have solid roots.
Furthermore, they always have filtered
experiences, and with difficulty do they have
direct ones.
Frequently, they have
experiences through TV, computer, cell
phone. Therefore one of the operative
points could be that of having the young
people pass from the mediated to the direct
experience of encounter, or rather leading
them to see, to have a concrete experience
of the life that happens day after day.
Young people have a strong need to
encounter life, not only to read about it or
listen to it.

The thinking educator is one who
recognizes weakness / tenderness of life as
a normal dimension of life. It is necessary to
prepare young people for resilience, to get
used to enduring small and great
frustrations. We must accustom young
people to live their fragility. Young people
need to hear that pain is a source of
learning. We "thinking educators” cannot
offer an oasis of happiness as the media
offering from all sides and everywhere on
the planet. We need to create a place where
you can meet heroes and significant adults,
who can speak of themselves with humility.
The fundamental issue is the personal
encounter with life, where there is need for

Thinking about young people might mean to
think about how to meet them, how to have
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"healthy living biographies”, new and healed
in their human wounds and incessantly on
the way toward the infinite that they still
seek.
Thinking of young people does not mean
only keeping updated or continuing to study.
Our educational mission is substantially in
proportion to the Love that generates it.
Because thinking, meeting, educating does
not regard merely those who are in direct
contact with young people. The thought of
young people, for us, affectively involves, so
we dare to say we have received it as a
charism, it must accompany us always, in
what is impossible for us to renounce being
educators and therefore independently from
the place where Providence allows us to be

and work, beyond being “close to” or “far
from” young people. The measure of our
apostolic presence is the love that animates
us.
Apostolic mission and union with God...an
inseparable binomial because whether it be
for one who is close to the young people or
not, in so far as prayer is an apostolic
service, and living as consecrated persons
is our first true apostolate.
In the famous letter from Rome of 1884,
Don Bosco wrote: “My dearest children in
Jesus Christ, near or far I always think of
you. I have only one desire, and that is to
see you happy in time and in eternity. This
thought, this desire, has urged me to write
this letter to you...”
And do we, today, continue to “write” with a
“heavy heart” so that young people can find
authentic happiness?
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Women in the Context
Feminine Spirituality
Paola Pignatelli
Bernadette Sangma
paolapignatelli@hotmail.com
b.sangma@cgfma.org

What is the spirituality of the woman? Does
it actually exist? Is it different from that of
the man? In what way? How is it possible to
know? These are a series of questions
asked by Mara Teresa Porciel, a Uruguayan
theologian.

The everyday, ordinary categories are one
of the aspects to be valued in the spirituality
of the woman. In an article published in the
magazine “Fraternal Times” for the month of
March, 2010, Ligia Maggi, says that: “There
is being born a spirituality that gives birth in
houses, in places that are not monitored by
the detectors of the audience”. And further
on: “The domestic place of daily life is
presented as an opportune ground to build
a spirituality of the feminine, in the hidden
body with God and with his Word. Giving
back to the home that faith, too often
thought of as being only present in
Institutions:
churches, the teaching of
religion. [...] It is an everyday spirituality
which, in addition to reporting the
comparison of the spaces inhabited by
normal persons, takes on the task of
contrasting the culture that delegates,
recognizing that God speaks to you
personally in your life and not only on
Sunday or on solemn occasions !”

There are circles of women of every faith,
culture, religion, ethnicity and status who
attempt to develop a feminine spirituality
beginning simply from being women. It is
an approach that draws on the fundamental
experience of women, giving meaning,
direction,
richness,
soundness,
and
fruitfulness capable of influencing not only
their lives, but those of the entire
community.
A fundamental consideration from which to
begin seems to be that of Shekhinah
Morgan of Australia, who says that the
spirituality of the woman “is that which
comes from the body of the woman”. It is a
body that is strongly regulated by the
dimensions of time and space, that knows
what it means to be conditioned monthly by
vital cycles of life, to be fruitful, to accept life
in one’s own body, to make it grow, to look
after it, generate it , care for it, nourish it,
sustain it, accompany it...As a result, the
spirituality of the woman “values life,
creativity, empathy, receptivity ,diversity and
the natural cycles that induce constant
change. She values ordinary, daily rhythms
of life.”
(Shekhinah Morgan).

Such spirituality is capable of redeeming the
value of the little, of the small, of the
insignificance of those on the margins and
the minorities. One has, therefore, an
appreciation of the categories fundamentally
left aside to think, instead, in a unified,
harmonious way, one that is in communion.
It is evident, therefore, that spirituality does
not regard only the supernatural, but
embraces the body, relationships, work. It
deals with the body and the spirit, the
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human being and the entire universe,
heaven and earth, the individual and all of
humanity.

strength to activate resilience. An eloquent
example of this inner strength comes to us
from a Muslim woman. After a traumatic
experience, Shah Jahan Begum established
a house of welcome in New Delhi called
Shaktishalini. “My daughter was killed by
her in-laws. I could not obtain justice and
was desperate. Notwithstanding everything,
I still had faith in Allah’s mercy and I began
to work in this society so that such horrors
would never be repeated!”

There is a very rich current of feminine
spirituality in communion with the forces of
nature among the indigenous population.
Victoria Tauli-Corpuz, an Igorat woman of
the Philippines says tells us that “the
spirituality of the indigenous women is
fundamentally linked to the earth. It comes
from the belief that the universe is a living
being, one that has its own spirit. All things
of the universe, in fact, have their own spirit.
The Igorot women believe that their capacity
to produce and reproduce is in direct
proportion to the capacity of the earth to
renew itself. Therefore, the relationship
between the woman and the earth is
reciprocal. The women care for the earth
while the earth provides for their needs.
When the earth is in sorrow, so also are the
women. When women are in pain, the earth
is also wounded. Spirituality connected to
the earth is manifested in daily events.”
The spiritual relationship which the woman
weaves with the forces of nature is then
extended to human beings, giving a special
touch to interpersonal relationships, to work,
and to service.

Another woman sociologist who was a
Buddhist, Renuka Jane Ramanujan, was
destroyed by the loss of her first born
daughter. She said: “One of my friends
participated in the Buddhist prayer- chant. I
went with her. The prayer chant gave me
enormous energy. I once again felt a sense
of power and control [...] Through prayer
and chant I created clean energy all around
me. This helped me to take things into my
own hands.
It is clear that the spirituality of the woman
bears different characteristics and
perspective that has all of the potential to
enrich humanity.
What does the thermometer indicate in our
prophetic and vocational communities?
Are we capable of developing a mystic that
is vulnerable to daily life not only in words ?
How do we reconcile “heaven and earth”, to
be a sign of the “beyond”, distant and close,
to each person, with our womanly presence
above all, rich in the nuances of a Salesian
consecration ?

Elena Kelly, a Nicaraguan woman, a
Protestant, says: “In my twelve years of
service as a nurse, I have lived seven in
communities most in need. I feel that I am
not simply offering my service, but I am
sharing the lives of persons. I live with them
the risk of life traveling by horseback, on
boats, sleeping in improvised huts.
I
recognize the fact that all this gives me
satisfaction and a profound spiritual sense.
This is, for me, also part of spirituality.”
In a world where one frequently lives in
situations of conflict and where the safety of
the woman is at time compromised behind
domestic walls, spirituality becomes a full
stop on which women hang on to find the
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Creation-God’s Beauty

Our Land
Anna Rita Cristaino
arcristaino@cgfma.org
“The greatness and beauty of creature
is, by
analogy, their contemplation of their
Creator”(Psalm 8,10).

Pope Benedict XVI invites us to be
responsible
custodians
and
administrators. We must be guardians of
the Created because we may safeguard
the Beauty of God. This beauty that
becomes a choice for non-violent
behavior toward men and women and
toward all creature.

God, by His creative work, has spread
beauty. Mountains, rivers, trees, flowers,
animals, man and woman. Their
harmonious living together is a sign of
the image and beauty of the Creator.
Belief in God, the Creator, helps us to
perceive ourselves as creatures and to
accept God as the source of all that
exists. Looking at the whole of creation,
even the wounded, suffering and
moaning, with a contemplative gaze,
means being aware that all creatures
are God and God is in all creatures, as
St. Francis sang his Canticle.
Land, air, water, and all living beings
ask the human race for guardianship
and responsibility.

"If we accept into our deepest self” says
Sister Maria Pia Giudici in the book
Sisters by Maria Pia Bonanate “ not only
the person of a brother, but the face of
the stone, the crackling of the flame, the
roar of thunder, the rush of wind, the
pitter patter of the rain, the quivering of
the drop of dew, the birds singing, we
are able to penetrate the infinite
simplicity of life. We strip away
unnecessary superstructures, we return
to our being more authentic, we simplify
our movements and our thoughts, we
rediscover the meaning of small,
everyday actions, even the most humble
and insignificant. In creation, after the
Incarnation of the Word, and the
Paschal Mystery, nothing is insignificant,
nothing is opaque, or the definitive the
prey of death. Above all, there
is
mysteriously revealed a throbbing, a life,
a word, where it is possible to
effortlessly recognize the Other Face of
the Word of God. "

Our responsibility to future generations
must lead us to become aware of
caring. The Magisterium of the Church
speaks of "Safeguarding” Creation,
which gives the sense of guarding
against threats that can come from
several factors: pollution, irresponsible
use
of
resources,
excessive
consumption, private interests, but in the
"Protection" there is implicit the concept
of caring, which is concerned not only
with
“preserving",
but
also
to
"cultivating" and "developing" for the
better.
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Digital Witnesses

Fear Not
Maria Antonia Chinello
mac@cgfma.org
In keeping with last year’s theme (Face-toFace) this article will consider the need to
live in the digital territory with greater
awareness.
Its borders are not technological, but
human, and have the faces of individuals,
families and communities, who take on the
light of truth and life from the glance of a
Creator.
We borrow the title from a Convention
promoted in Rome from April 22-24, 2010,
by the Social Communications and the
Cultural Project of the CEI: "Witnesses to
Digital Faces and languages in the age of
cross media”. After eight years the effects of
a conference that gathered together media
trajectories of Italian and non-Italian people
who had experienced a similar convention
on communication in 2002. These were
three days to reflect on the fact that the
Church, more than on the technology,
based on the teaching of Benedict XVI (and
before that of John Paul II), are at the hearts
of men and women, the human person in its
entirety and in the unfolding of its history.
It was, therefore, a journey of the
awareness that the digital, the new
technologies are already dealing with the
coordinates of history and culture, to the
point of becoming-in the metaphor
introduced almost twenty years ago by
Cardinal Carlo Maria Montini, Archbishop of
Milan-“The environment in which we move
and the air that we breathe”.
In his
message for the 44th World Day of Social
Communications, (2010) the Holy Father
gave us the key to be “digital witnesses” in
the time of the digital. We do not deal with
“occupying the web” as much as rather to
offer our witness in this context to nourish

culture and therefore to contribute to the
building up of a more human and
humanizing society, the civilization of love.
Why digital witnesses?
The adjective “digital” emphasizes the fact
that both the old and new media are being
re-defined, and that they are changing our
daily life and relationships. Technology
today, and in particular technological
objects, is never inert or neutral; it means
different things to different people.
The noun "witness" however, is the key
element in the cultural processes and
scenarios to be defined in any social and
political context. It evokes the stance, facing
relentless innovation, a relentless change. It
is an attitude that should be neither a
prejudgment nor resignation. Being a
witness means pointing to something more
and accession the witness refers to the
Christian Gospel. The challenge, therefore,
is to be in the digital environment, echoing
the words of the Gospel of which everyone
is witness.
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Lose no one along the way
The digital age is characterized by the
formation of a generation born with the new
technology, who are formed by it, and, who
uses it with great ease and, unfortunately,
with great indifference and unawareness of
the mechanisms that regulate deep, careful
use attentive to a mere opportunistic,
functional use. For us as teachers this
should result in ethical, educational,
formational communicative preoccupation
because it is changing the way of acting
with our young people, of raising and
educating them. It changes the way we
communicate, learn and teach, changing
the concept of time, space perception, the
concept of reality.
The speed of change is not uniform, in that
certain components are changing faster
than others and this gap, this distance
generates
tensions,
discomfort,
and
suffering. “The transition is so rapid that it
does not allow us to focus and we continue
to look toward the future with the eyes, the
parameters and values of a past that we
struggle to overcome. This causes
disorientation and a feeling of inadequacy
that can lead to anxiety or, conversely, to a
precipitous leap forward. "
According to the Jesuit Antonio Spadaro:
“The Internet and the Church are two
realities that have been destined to meet.
We well-know that the Church has always
had in its proclamation of a message and in
the relationships of communion two
fundamental pillars of its being. The Church
that evangelizes is, therefore naturally
present-and it is called to be so-the place
where man develops his capacity for
awareness and relationships. The logic of
the web has an impact on theological logic
and the Internet begins to issue challenges
to the very understanding of Christianity.”

The "digital natives" - that is, the generation
that grew connected to the new
technologies - have assumed the language
quickly, essentially and pervasively. They
swim in a horizontal communication that is
decentralized and interactive; they move in
a geography that is familiar with crossdisciplinary knowledge and exhibits it from a
variety of perspectives.
In this respect, our comitment is to
cultivate a new literacy that is to move
forward at an equal pace with the
awareness that we do not deal simply
with developing a close empanty with
the digital technologies as much as
being present in this environment with
ways that do not disperse the Christian
identity,the surplus represented by the
Gospel: “It is necessary that we stay
withinthe contemporary world, while
going beyong, with attentive work of
discernment on th epart of the ecclesial
community” .
(From the report given by Bishop
Mariano Crociata, Secretary of Cei,
in the sector of the “Digital
Witnesses” Convention “Testimoni
digitali”)
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Person to Person
Which life?
Anna Rita Cristaino
arcristaino@cgfma.org
Apart from that I can do good to other
human beings, for me personally life
has no other meaning, and has not
had any until deep down another
meaning that awaits the truth
(Simone Weil).
While I was on a train to Rome returning
from home I found myself seated next to
a young man named Francesco.
He was from Potenza and was studying
at Siena. He had the soul of an artist,
but he had chosen to study Banking for
practical reasons, hoping for a less
precarious future.
We began to speak by exchanging
considerations on the books that each
of us was reading. They were books
that led us to speak of life, of what
people were seeking and of what
frightened us about our own existence.
He told me about his studies, his
dreams, of those already shattered and
of those that he still hoped to realize.
Until 18 years of age, he had lived
between the school, the plaza, friends,
and a bit at the oratory. Then he
decided to register at a university in a
distant city. He was convinced that
leaving his little world, all would be
different for him, all would change.
His desire was that of being reborn, of
leaving behind all that he did not like in
himself, placing in his own baggage only
a few things. He wanted lightness. He
wanted to feel himself free to begin
anew. However, after the first months in
his new city, he discovered that he had
to deal with nostalgia, solitude, and with

the desire for affection and sincere
friendships. But he had decided. He
had to begin again there. And to be
able to do it, he had given up listening to
himself, questioning his heart. He was
now 25 years old. He had changed
apartments, roommates, and friends
often. He began to believe that it was
enough to move a little over there to
shake off the things that did not go, to
straighten out events that did not follow
the line of his own desires. But this
belief seems, at least to me, is faltering.
The more he spoke, the more he
questioned himself and there emerged a
great desire to live. It was as though he
could take a bite of all that he felt about
life, and he gave me the impression that
he had a great hunger for it.
The train does not stop between Naples
and Rome and the journey continued
tranquilly for two hours.
Francesco
spoke, and it seemed as though he
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needed to do so to continue his true
existence! The more he spoke, the
more he was convinced that he was the
protagonist of his own story; it was his
experiences he spoke of. He described
many particulars and at the conclusion
he paused on many love relationships.
In particular he had loved a girl names
Simona for almost 4 years. She was a
student, with ideas clearer than his own.
She wanted more commitment in that
relationship. She wanted to play all her
cards in that dance of giving and having,
in full gratuity. She wanted to grow. He
was not ready. He was afraid. She left
him.

alienation. He is afraid of loneliness, of
being a living dead man. That’s why he
needs someone that makes him feel
that his heart beats and his blood flows
through
his
veins.
We are almost in Rome. We look at one
another and almost as a final summary
of all that we have said and heard he
said:
“What is life if you live to escape from
yourself? If you continually run away? If
you just try not to think? ".
We said goodbye.
On the bus that would take we home I
thought again about Francesco. “What
kind of life is to be lived if you escape
from yourself?” “What is life if you are
afraid of it?” “What is life if you do not
have the courage to wrap yourself in its
folds and to savor the sweet and the
bitter?”
I frequently think about Francesco’s
story. His glance, the way in which he
moved his hands seemed fraught with
great concern. He had the anxiety of
one who is thirsty but does not find
anything with which to slake his thirst.
The vortex of emotions that he tells you
about is the world in which he would
want someone to enter who could
explain how it works. The world for him
seems to move too fast. It moves faster
than he does. I think of him and there
comes to my mind many other young
people like him.
And I think also of my life, I reflect and
realize that there, where sometimes I
feel more alone, "in the crevices of
rock”, there for me is one who made it
special.

After this delusion, he no longer
believed that there could be a stable
relationship, and down deep he did not
believe that love existed. For him now
even love could be part of the list of the
things that were to be used. And he said
that he had “used” many girls. I asked
him what he was seeking in those
relationships. He said that his was a
compulsive attitude of dependence.
Just as one takes drugs or alcohol, he
was seeking not to think, to forget. The
rapport that he used gave him the
perception of feeling alive. It was the
only way to turn a deaf ear on himself.
It was a true and proper flight, a way for
not listening, for silencing the most
authentic part of self.
He looked at me and became aware
that he was speaking of himself and of
the most personal and authentic part of
self.
I indicated by a sign that he should
continue.
He hesitated.
Then he
nodded. There was a bit of silence.
Then he smiled and continued his
narration. It seems that he was looking
for his true self in this particular form of

Thanks Francesco.
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Letter from a Friend
Friends and Witnesses
You were expecting to find Camilla. She has
said good bye, leaving us a legacy of
dreams, maybe we all thought: "Let's check
the last page of the DMA to see if it is true
that our Camilla is no longer writing." That's
just the way it is. It is difficult to replace her.
We will feel the nostalgia.
They told me now it's up to you. Write a
letter to the readers of DMA. This time I
chose the letters of others. I was impressed
by the story of the Algerian monks who
were victims of terrorism. Perhaps it is a bit
too intense for this section, but it is worth
reading.
Letter of an Algerian Muslim mother after
the murder of the seven monks

Testament letter of Fr. Christian
"If I would one day fall victim to terrorism
(and it could be today) that now everyone
seems to want to involve foreigners living in
Algeria, I would like my community, my
Church, my family, to remember that my life
was given to God and this country. [...]
When the time comes, I hope I have that
moment of clarity that would allow me to
beg forgiveness of God and that of my
fellow human beings, and at the same time
to forgive with all my heart those who would
strike me. [...] Here I can, if it pleases God,
immerse my gaze in that of the Father, to
contemplate with him his children of Islam
as he sees them, shining with the glory of
Christ, the fruits of his passion, the Gift of
the Spirit whose secret joy will always be to
establish communion and to refashion the
likeness, playing with the differences.”

"After the tragedy and sacrifice experienced
by you and us, after the tears and the
message of life, honor, and tolerance
transmitted to you and to us by our brother
monks, I decided to read the testament of
Fr.Christian, aloud and with deep emotion,
to my children because I felt it was meant
for all. My children and I are very touched
by this great humility, such a great heart, by
the peace of soul and of forgiveness. The
Christian witness is more than a message: it
is like a sun that is transmitted to us; it has
the inestimable value of bloodshed.
Our task is to continue the path of peace,
love of God and man in its differences. Our
task is to water the seeds entrusted to us by
our brother monks so that flowers may grow
everywhere, beautiful in their variety of
colors and scents. "
-A Friend
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Of Gods and Men
(Des Hommes et des Dieux) 120
minutes

twice.
Besides,
I'd done
my
homework
and read
excerpts
from a
collection
of writings
by the
major
figures in their order to prepare
for the film. As men of the cloth
devoted to a no frills existence (to
put it mildly), they would have
appreciated the movie's lean
approach. With an economy of
detail, we get sharp, penetrating
ideas of who these men are, their
foibles and strengths, their humor
and their love for each other, the
community they serve and above
all God. My priest is going to love
it.

Awarded Grand Prix honors at the 2010
Cannes Film Festival, this compelling
historical drama relates the ordeal of
seven French Trappist monks in the
mountains of Algeria who are taken
captive by Islamic fundamentalists.
Before the monks' abduction, they have
ample reason to believe they may be in
danger, but their assumption that there
can and must be common ground
between Islam and Christianity leads
them to remain at the monastery.
What others have said:
One of the priests at my local
church reads a letter by a monk
every year. The monk was in
some country and knew terrorists
or bad guys of some sort were
going to come and harm or kill
them. So this monk wrote a
remarkable letter in advance
forgiving and expressing love for
his murderer. Indeed, the monk
was killed along with other men in
1996 in Algeria. I had no idea this
film was based on that incident
I've heard about for a decade
now until we get to the climax
and hear that letter. Until then, it's
a simple, straightforward look at
the life of the Cistercian monks
which tries to illuminate why they
would stay and face slaughter
when the monks had an
opportunity to flee. I'm eager to
see the film again, because I was
awfully tired the morning it
screened and faded out once or

The film takes place in a village in
Algeria in the 1990s during the civil war
between military forces and Muslin
fundamentalists. It was the first time that
we witnessed the participation of
Jihadists trained in Afghanistan. The film
retells the true story of a community of
French monks and their neighbors
during the violent conflict. It will move
those who believe in the divine as well
as other humanists, because it goes
beyond faith to show universal values of
love, courage, solidarity, duty, and not
being afraid to reach out to another
culture.
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